
 
Lachenalia 

Growing lachenalia in a container is the most rewarding and practical way to 
cultivate it.  

It makes an excellent pot subject, and is best in at least 20 to 25 cm diameter 
pots, or in larger tubs or window boxes, where it can be grown on a sunny 
balcony, or verandah or in a sunny courtyard. It would also do well in pockets 
in the rock garden, where it can be displayed to great advantage when planted 
in groups inter-planted with low-growing annuals like Steirodiscus tagetes, 
Felicia dubia and Dorotheanthus bellidiformis. But take note: where porcupines 
occur outdoor plantings are liable to be dug up and eaten and if moles are 
prevalent, particularly the Cape golden mole (runner mole), it is advisable to 
line the area with wire-mesh or sink a wire basket into the soil as the bulbs can 
be lifted by the tunnelling activities of the moles.  

Lachenalia is tender to frost, and is not suitable for permanent outdoor 
cultivation in regions with a winter minimum of less than -1 oC (30 oF) USDA 
Zone 10.  

In cold northern climates, grow Lachenalia in a cool greenhouse, in sun or light 
shade and avoid scorching midday sun. 

Grow lachenalia in a sunny position which has free air circulation.  

It must have sun to flower well. It is important that the soil be well-drained.  

Lachenalia is not fussy about the pH of the soil and a growing medium of equal 
parts riversand to loam or fine well-rotted compost (humus) is ideal.  

Remember to place a layer of stone chips in the base of the container to ensure 
perfect drainage.  



The bulbs are fleshy and will rot if over-watered or if planted in poorly drained 
soil, or if they are watered excessively when dormant. If concerned about 
drainage of the growing medium, just increase the proportion of river sand to 
loam/compost.  

In a garden situation, choose a sunny spot, preferably on slightly sloping 
ground as the slope maximises water run-off. Drainage in heavy soil can be 
improved by digging in large quantities of well-decomposed compost (humus) 
and river sand. 

Seed is best sown in autumn (March to May) in deep seed trays or pots in a 
sterilized medium of equal parts fine compost or loam, and river sand. Sow the 
seed thinly to prevent overcrowding and fungal infection, and to allow 
sufficient room for each seedling's bulb to develop. Cover with a thin layer of 
sand, and keep moist and shaded. Germination should occur within five weeks. 
After germination, the seedlings must be kept moist, not wet, and in a semi-
shaded position for their first season. They can be moved into the sun during 
their second season when some may flower for the first time. They should all 
flower well in their third season. Seed will remain viable for at least five years at 
room temperature, even longer if kept refrigerated (not frozen). 

Lachenalia multiplies rapidly by offsets. These are side-bulbs or daughter-bulbs 
which develop out of the mother-bulb and from which they eventually break 
away to form separate bulbs. Offsets can be removed during the dormant 
period and stored until planting-time in autumn. Or a clump can be allowed to 
develop over a few years, then lifted and divided. 

New bulbs can also be produced by taking leaf cuttings, but only the lower 
portion of the leaf can be used, as the upper part of the leaf is too narrow. Leaf 
cuttings must be taken from a healthy plant in active growth. Lachenalia 
mathewsii produces two leaves, so one entire leaf can be used. It can be cut 
into two cross-sections, each cutting planted ±1 cm deep in a well-drained 
rooting medium, e.g. equal parts river sand and vermiculite. The cuttings must 
be kept shaded and slightly moist. Roots and bulblets will begin to form at the 
base of cutting in about one month. When the leaf withers, stop watering, 
remove the little bulblets and store until autumn. 

Whether an offset or produced from a leaf-cutting, plants grown from a bulblet 
should flower in their first season, i.e. a year sooner than a plants grown from 
seed. 
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